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Try as I might to give it up, offering up the finger to
people is still my weapon of choice. As a daily
pedestrian commuter, I find myself using that
weapon of choice fairly frequently. I know better. My
outstretched left middle digit has made at least one
person cry, gotten me punched, and been bent back
so far on one occasion that my vision clouded over
red. Still, that finger continues to mete out silent
justice in a world that has grown desensitized to the
spoken F bomb. Jerry Seinfeld, he who is so over
quoted, once did a famous routine about the finger.

His theory was that the finger is meaningless. If you really want to show someone your anger, take
off your shoe and sock and give them the toe. The act, Seinfeld posited, meant more, because you
had to work that much harder. I disagree. My middle finger is the elegant weapon of the modern
Jedi,  of civility in an age filledwith loud, meaningless aggression. Never mind that the gesture dates
to the Ancient Romans (or the 1415 battle of Agincourt, if you believe the story of “pluck yew”), it still
resonates more deeply that a long winded tirade of creative cursing.

I am a Christian. This much I’ve said on numerous posts. For me to give anyone the dreaded salute
 is considered killing another’s spirit with murderous venom and furious hatred. There are those
times in life, however, when I do have the need to crush the spirit of those who would tread on me
back into the dust from which they arose. This is no mere indifferent epithet. I simply allow three
seconds of hatred to boil out of my uplifted left middle finger and then it is no more. My ring finger
symbolizes all the hope and promise of a life wed to one incredibly generous person. My pinky is for
clinging to the sweaty ledge of whatever structure I happen to be falling off of. The middle digit is a
hate machine, reserved for the stupid savage scum that populate the Earth despite the advent of
birth control and common sense. I hope that when some clever young doctor comes to unplug
whatever’s doing the work for my body  I’m able to sum up my lifelong establishment sentiments with
one last gesture. Maybe not a life well spent, but a life full of passion, to be sure.
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